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Structural engineering in the
financial world: how lessons from
the past can help to build a more
stable foundation for the future
by Lee Meddin, International Finance Corporation (IFC), World Bank Group

It is relatively straightforward to design something that works in ideal
conditions such as a bridge, a building, an aircraft, or a ship. However,
designing something that can withstand earthquakes, hurricanes,
tsunamis and other natural disasters is quite a feat. This takes in-depth
knowledge of the materials you are working with and the ability to
assemble these materials into a robust structure. It also takes an
understanding of the forces that may impact this structure as well as the
ability to model the impact these forces may have on the structure in both
normal and stressed environments. Equally important is being aware of
the capability, reliability, and reputation of the project sponsor and the
various contractors involved in building and operating the structure.
One also needs to be familiar with the code that dictates standards for
the item being built and the possibility of future changes to this code.

Although this all relates to physical structures which are

that subsequent structures have even more robust

easy to conceptualise, designing financial structures is

designs. The recent financial crisis has provided a plethora

very much the same. It is important to understand the

of such examples. Combining this with other lessons learnt

underlying materials (i.e., the assets), the structure, and

in the past should help to produce even more sound

the modelling. It is also important to ensure that the

structures in the future.

various parties to the structure are capable, reliable, and
reputable and that a sound legal and regulatory framework
is in place and adhered to.

The lessons highlighted in this chapter are a result of the
experience gained by my colleagues and I, utilising a
variety of financial structures in over 50 countries over a

Just as the true integrity of physical structures is rarely

period of 20 years. These lessons have been broken down

known until unforeseen events occur, the same is true of

into categories including assets, origination procedures,

financial structures. How these structures perform in

structure, modelling/risk analysis, alignment of interest,

stressed environments provides a wealth of data to ensure

transaction infrastructure, and future flows.
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Assets

market credit spreads to accrue to the seller through
their residual interest in the transaction.

1.

Seek low loan-to-value (LTV) assets: there has been a
lot of discussion recently about the need for loan

4. Understand the underlying assets: although analysing
the portfolio risk is extremely important, it is equally

originators to have ‘skin in the game’. The same is true
important to assess the inherent risk in the underlying
for borrowers. As the recent financial crisis
assets. One needs to consider macroeconomic factors
demonstrated, a borrower who puts little to nothing
that could lead to higher than expected default rates
down on a mortgage has relatively little to lose by
and the effect large scale defaults could have on
walking away if house prices decline. However, a
assumed recovery values. Additionally, it is worth
borrower who puts 20% or more down has quite a bit
questioning the perceived credit quality of the
to lose, and thus the chances of default greatly
underlying loans inclusive of the borrowers’ willingness
diminish. Additionally, in those instances where the
and ability to repay the loans that have been
borrower does default, a low LTV helps to ensure a
securitised, as well as their ability to subsequently take
higher recovery on the underlying asset. Thus, by
seeking assets with low LTVs, investors gain downside
protection against asset price declines through both
lower default probabilities and higher recoveries.

2

2. Buy seasoned assets: buying a portfolio of seasoned
loans has many advantages over buying a portfolio of
newly originated loans. The existing loans provide
valuable performance history to aid in the modelling of
the portfolio. Also, the prior amortisations help to
ensure a lower LTV ratio. This not only increases the

on additional debt. It is also important to consider the
ease with which the loans can be serviced, the degree
to which the borrower can evade collectors, and also
the possibility of borrowers permanently leaving the
jurisdiction in which the loans are governed.
5. Ensure that the cash flows are highly predictable:
many have a belief that high quality assets are
required for high quality securitisations. However, if
this results in low levels of subordination that are not

general credit quality of the portfolio, but also offers

sufficient to cover unexpected losses, transactions

downside protection against ending up with high LTV

with what are perceived as high quality assets can

assets originated at the peak of a bubble.

actually be quite risky. On the other hand, many

3. Avoid buying assets at a premium: when credit spreads

believe that low quality assets result in low quality

narrow, existing assets appreciate in value. Hence, to

securitisations. This is not necessarily true, as a

purchase a portfolio of such assets, investors are

portfolio of non-performing loans with known recovery

generally required to pay a premium to par. To the

rates and known times to recovery can be of extremely

degree that the loan pre-payments can be correctly

high quality. What matters is not the credit quality of

predicted, this is not an issue. However, there have

the asset, but rather that it is priced appropriately and

been transactions in which the portfolio performed

has a high probability of performing as expected.

better than expected (i.e., defaults were lower than

6. Be careful when investing in asset classes that have

projected), but pre-payments were higher than

experienced a sudden rise in valuation and/or

expected, resulting in the cash flows received on the

origination volume: US subprime mortgage origination

assets purchased being less than the price paid. This

jumped from less than US$140bn in 2000 to

resulted in a loss for investors. A risk mitigant for such

approximately US$650bn in 2006, more than a four-

transactions is to purchase the portfolio at par, but

fold increase, coinciding with a doubling of US home

allow the excess spread resulting from the above

prices during the same period. Of the roughly
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US$1.3 trillion subprime loans granted from 2005 to

remain unknown to these individuals. This greatly

2007, it is estimated that approximately 90%, perhaps

helps to ensure that the underlying portfolio is as

more, were securitised into residential mortgage

represented.

backed securities (RMBS). The final outcome of this
needs little further explanation at this point in time.

Structure
1.

Origination procedures

Avoid overly complex structures when possible:
sometimes it is necessary to have multiple layers of

1.

Beware of underwriting standards if there has been a

special purpose vehicles (SPVs) to achieve a desired

recent surge in assets originated: loan origination can

objective. An example is when multiple originators sell

accelerate for many reasons. One reason is increased

assets to a common SPV, but each originator is

supply of loans to a segment of the population

required to provide a first loss on the specific asset

suddenly deemed creditworthy, but which later may

pool they originate. It is also beneficial at times to have

turn out not to be. Another reason is increased

a planned amortisation class (PAC) of notes, principal

demand for loans by originators who securitise in order

only (PO) notes, and other variations. However, when a

to arbitrage what are seen as artificially low default

pass-through or vanilla sequential pay structure is

and correlation assumptions required by rating

adequate, it pays to keep things simple. It minimises

agencies. There are also many instances in which rapid

the modelling required, involves fewer assumptions

expansion of credit is for fundamentally sound

and projections, and thus reduces uncertainty.

reasons. However, given the uncertainty associated

2. Pay attention to inherit leverage in structured deals: in

with the rapid expansion of credit, such asset classes

tranched transactions, such as collateralised mortgage

should be viewed with caution.

obligations (CMOs), where there is a priority of

2. Verify documentation of underlying loans (kick the
tyres): even when one cannot review and verify each

payments, any loss in the asset pool will have a
proportionately larger impact on the more

and every loan in a securitised portfolio, it is important
to ensure that a sufficient number of loans have been
fully reviewed and verified on a random basis. During
the review it is important to ensure, for example, that
all underwriting criteria have been abided by, all
related documents are present, all processes have
been adhered to, and all signatures are in order.
If there are any discrepancies one should proceed
very cautiously.
Lee Meddin

3. Rely on automated approval processes with no
override alternative from individuals: to increase the

Global Head, Structured & Securitised Products

odds that underwriting criteria are strictly adhered to,
ensure that all credit approvals are fully automated.
Not only should origination staff not have the ability to

International Finance Corporation (IFC)
World Bank Group
tel: +1 202 473 3992

override the automated approval process, but the
email: lmeddin@ifc.org
approval criteria and internal credit scoring should also
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subordinated tranches. The thinner the tranche, the

of time, and to also avoid having de minimis amounts

higher the leverage. This tends not to be an issue for

of notes outstanding, it is prudent for the owner of the

large senior pieces, but it is quite significant for junior

residual interest to have the option to exercise a

tranches. Overcollateralisation, reserve accounts, and

clean-up call when the underlying collateral reaches a

excess spread help to reduce this leverage.

pre-determined level.

3. Seek maximum credit enhancement: internal credit
enhancement including overcollateralisation, reserve

Modelling/risk analysis

accounts, excess spread, and subordination greatly
1.

Check the modelling assumptions: when considering

reduce the risk for investors. Additionally, external
an investment in a rated instrument, ask for the
credit enhancement including third party guarantees
correlations, default probabilities and recovery
and obligations of the originator to replace
assumptions that were utilised in the modelling
non-performing assets also substantially reduce the
process. Ensure that all are reasonable and have been
risk for investors. When evaluating a structure, seek to
properly stressed during modelling. Keep in mind that
ensure that proper risk mitigants and credit

in times of stress, correlation may increase suddenly,

enhancements are present.

while at the same time defaults may spike up and

4. Avoid introducing non-essential risks into the

4

transaction: to the degree possible, limit the risk in
the structure to credit risk. When fixed rate assets
back FRNs it is important to properly hedge this

recovery values may plummet. Although such a
scenario may indeed be unlikely, the effect of such a
scenario should nonetheless be evaluated.
2. Understand the stress scenarios used by

interest rate risk. Additionally, when the collateral is

agencies/arrangers in sizing credit support: when

denominated in a different currency than the

determining whether the provided internal and external

liabilities, the currency risk should also be hedged.

credit enhancements are enough, ask to what degree

Although the pre-payment risk of the collateral tends

the collateral performance has been stressed. Ensure

to increase the price of such hedges, balance

that each of the tranches can stand up to the stressed

guaranteed interest and currency swaps should be

scenarios and still deliver an adequate return.

employed. This moves the market risk away from the

3. Focus as much on scenario analysis as modelling

structure to the swap provider. Although some

based on historical data: modelling based on historical

structures rely on cheaper rolling hedges rather than

performance of an asset class is important. It helps to

balance guaranteed swaps, these should be viewed

know what has happened when projecting what may

with caution as they may not be renewable during a

happen in the future. Furthermore, as the past may not

market disruption and may become cost-prohibitive if

be indicative of the future, it is also necessary to stress

the value of the collateral diminishes.

test the assumptions of the model with scenario

5. Ensure a clean-up call so that residual pieces are not

analysis. For example, how will each tranche perform if

left lying around: as the assets amortise and the notes

default rates end up being two or three times the

pay down, the ongoing expenses associated with the

historical average? Although this is a good start, it is

transaction often become an increasingly large

still not enough to give comfort when assessing an

percentage of the outstanding principal. These

investment in a securitisation.

expenses include trustee, administration, and servicing

It is also important to understand the drivers of

fees. To avoid paying such fees for an extended period

performance and test the projected outcomes in a
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what-if analysis. By assessing the macro environment

the transaction. The originator is tasked with sourcing

and how changes in this environment will affect the

the loans that the investors will invest in, and often

performance of the collateral pool, and thus the

servicing these loans as well. However, the originator

structure, one can gain additional comfort in their risk

generally gets paid a fee for each loan originated and

assessment. For example, what will be the impact of

serviced, whereas the investors do not. This poses a

deterioration in the macroeconomic environment?

real conflict of interest since the originator often

What will be the impact of a change in government?

maximises profit by dealing in quantity, whereas the

What will happen if an earthquake or hurricane hits?

investors maximise return by dealing in quality. To

What will be the impact if commodities surge in price?

mitigate this conflict, also referred to as moral hazard,

These are but a few of the issues to consider in the

it is important to ensure that the originator also retains

financial model. Although it is not reasonable, nor even

risk in the transaction in a manner that aligns his

possible, to think of everything that may impact the
performance of the transaction, it is important to
consider likely, and even unlikely events, and assess
what the impact of such events will be on the financial
and legal structure.

interests with those of the investors’. There is a
multitude of ways to achieve this such as having the
originator retain the residual interest in the structure
through the purchase of the first-loss tranche, retain a
portion of each loan sold, and purchase a portion of

4. Do your own modelling, at least to some degree:

the senior tranche. Other mitigants include the

typically, professional investors will analyse financial
provision of overcollateralisation, the requirement that
statements before buying equity or debt. They do not
the originator guarantees to replace a portion of any
simply rely on analyst recommendations. Do the same
non-performing assets, and having servicing fees
when buying a securitisation. Although it is unlikely
which are performance related.
that investors will have access to the same loan level
2. Don’t allow the originator to sell or insure their
data as the rating agencies, often they will have
residual exposure to the portfolio: just as it is
access to loan stratifications. These are averages
important to ensure that the originator’s interests are
based on segments of loans with similar
aligned with those of the investors’ when the deal is
characteristics such as spread, origination year
structured, so it is to ensure these interests remain
(vintage), weighted average life, and credit score.
aligned through the life of the transaction. Covenants
Using such data in either a custom, or off-the-shelf
should be included in the documentation that prevent
financial model will allow one to not only get a sense
the originator from entering into subsequent
of the sensitivity of the collateral pool to various
assumptions such as correlation and default, but will
also be instrumental in performing custom stress tests
and scenario analyses, including gaining a feel for the

transactions that allow them to sell, insure, or
otherwise hedge their risk in the transaction.
3. Assess other business that the originator may have
with the borrowers: often banks extend loans to clients

impact of volatility on losses.

with the expectation of receiving more lucrative feedriven business from these clients. This can include

Alignment of interest
1.

items such as underwriting fees for debt capital market

Look for skin-in-the-game throughout the capital

transactions, fees for providing cash management

structure and life of the portfolio: for all intents and

services, and even overdraft fees on consumer

purposes, the originating firm is the investors’ agent in

checking accounts. When assessing the originator’s
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motivation for extending loans which are to be

3. Regulatory environment: evaluate how stable the

securitised, it is important to ensure that the loans

current political regime is and how dependant one is

have not been offered at rates which take into account

on this regime for the securitisation to perform as

other potentially more lucrative relationship business

expected. Also, consider the likelihood of the

the bank has with the same clients.

government intervening on behalf of borrowers to
facilitate write-offs or write-downs if large scale

4. Focus on deals in which securitisation is used to fund

defaults were to occur.

the business, rather than the business being used to
facilitate securitisations: if a long-standing viable

4. Service providers: ensure that the lawyers, trustee,
servicer, arranger, and other parties to the transaction

business with established goodwill relies on

are reputable, experienced, and qualified. Selection of

securitisation for funding, it will likely do all it can to

an unknown or inexperienced service provider should

ensure this form of financing remains accessible.

raise flags.

However, a business whose business is simply
securitisation can more easily close shop and operate

5. Loan servicing: ensure the servicer is reliable, capable,
reputable, and experienced. It is important to have a

under a new name if the need arises. There are
high degree of confidence that the servicer will be able
certainly exceptions to this, but it is always important
to competently perform its duties throughout the life
to focus on those deals for which strong performance
of the transaction, preferably under the supervision of
is as important, or more important, to the originator as
a master servicer. Although careful consideration

6

it is to the investor. This provides a natural alignment

should be given to choosing a competent servicer, it is

of interest without having to rely solely on financial

also important to have a qualified back-up servicer

structure.

identified and engaged at the inception of the
transaction. This facilitates a quick transition from one

Transaction infrastructure

servicer to another if required.

1.

Rating agencies: ask for multiple ratings and ask if any

However, many originators view their servicing

rating agencies that were approached were not

capability to be a competitive advantage and thus are

selected, and why. If the arranger does not want to

reluctant to share their procedures with potential

answer, be cautious. For esoteric assets classes and

competitors. This needs to be dealt with carefully on
an ad hoc basis. It is also important to give careful

structures, check the experience of each agency and

consideration as to the specific event(s) that will

enquire into the rating methodology used.

trigger a replacement of the servicer. Any and all

2. Legal environment: ensure that the SPV is and will

events that could lead to a possible deterioration in

remain bankruptcy remote, that a true sale of assets

the servicer’s capability should be considered,

has been achieved, and that the security interest will

inclusive of an acquisition of the servicer even in a
remain enforceable upon bankruptcy of the seller. In
non-distressed situation. If the acquirer’s business
terms of recovering on defaulted assets, ensure that a
model is different than that of the servicer’s,
legal mechanism is in place to facilitate this and that
deterioration in collections may result.
utilisation of such mechanism is feasible, practical,
and timely. Also, if the transaction is multijurisdictional, ensure that the legal structure is
sufficient to safeguard investors’ interests in all
relevant countries.

Future flows
1.

Have a high degree of confidence that the seller really
is too big to fail: future flow transactions have
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demonstrated excellent performance over an extended

Conclusion

period of time. To gain the most from investing in
these transactions, in which the borrower sells their

Securitisation is certainly not the first asset class to help
trigger a financial crisis, nor is it likely to be the last.

rights to receive future offshore cash flows
Without looking too far back in the past, other examples
denominated in foreign currency, it is important to
choose a borrower that is deemed systemically

include less-developed-country (LDC) debt, savings and
loans (S&Ls), junk bonds, derivatives, and technology

important. The rationale is that even if the borrower is

stocks. LDCs may now be referred to as emerging markets

later deemed insolvent, the borrower’s sovereign will

and junk bonds may now be referred to as high-yield debt,

likely provide the needed assistance to allow the

but something all these asset classes have in common is

borrower to continue operations. This often results in a

their ability to rise like a phoenix from the ashes and

survivability rating used to rate the future flow

become bigger, better, and stronger than they were before.

securitisation higher than that of the fundamental

This has been achieved by building on the difficult lessons

credit rating of the borrower. However, to ensure that

learnt that led to each crisis.

such rating is merited, it is important to have

Given the many benefits of securitisation, primarily the

confidence that the borrower is truly systemically

creation of a more efficient market to match borrowers and

important and thus government intervention can be

lenders, it is hard to believe that the same will not be true

relied upon to keep the institution afloat in a crisis

of this asset class. However, like each of the other asset

situation.

classes, it will likely take some time to recover. It will also

2. Require strong covenants for early amortisation
triggers: a structural benefit of investing in future flow
securitisations is the ability to rely on high debt
service coverage ratios and appropriate triggers to trap

take reflection by those involved in terms of what can be
done differently and a willingness to implement change,
possibly sacrificing some short-term gains for longer term
benefits. All of this will be instrumental in creating a more
solid foundation for the future that facilitates the rebirth of

this cash and affect a rapid pre-payment of debt
securitisation as a trusted and reliable financing tool for
obligations should the seller’s credit begin to

the efficient allocation of capital in today’s global market.

deteriorate. If structured properly, this increases the
chance of the future flow transaction pre-paying before
the seller enters bankruptcy. Thus, it is important to
properly consider the events that could lead to a
deterioration of the seller’s credit and ensure these are
documented as early amortisation triggers.

Contact us:

3. Understand the seller’s relationship with all remitting
International Finance Corporation (IFC)
banks: a risk when investing in financial future flows
such as diversified payment rights, MT-100s, and

World Bank Group

workers’ remittances is that the seller is able to redirect

2121 Pennsylvania Ave NW,

offshore receipts through banks not contractually

Washington, DC 20433, US

required to send such remittances to the issuing SPV.

tel: +1 202 458 7784

To mitigate this risk it is important to ensure that all of

fax: +1 202 522 3490

the seller’s remitting banks agree to participate in the

email: structuredfinance@ifc.org

transaction and send any relevant funds collected on

web: www.ifc.org/structuredfinance

behalf of the seller to the issuing SPV.
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